


An accurate, honest market appraisal 
We conduct a thorough appraisal of the current market before giving 
you a value for your property, based on decades of local experience and 
knowledge. We’ll back it up with hard facts and evidence, and we’ll even 
suggest what type of tenant you can expect.

A value for today’s market 
It’s easy to let a property for yesterday’s market value, but we live in the 
present and do more to maximise our clients’ income. As a result, we 
regularly have new clients tell us we’ve managed to let their property for 
significantly more rent than their previous agent.

Extensive marketing 
Every agent advertises on Rightmove and Zoopla (well, they should!), 
but how many are on the back of Cardiff buses, have a huge following 
on social media and have sponsored Cardiff Blues? We reach more local 
people than anyone else, meaning your property does too.

Unique video tours 
The way your property is presented can make or break a potential tenant’s 
interest before they’ve even viewed it in person. Our room-by-room, 
professionally shot video tours use state of the art filming technology, 
differentiating your listing from others and providing a more memorable, 
immersive viewing experience.

Big demand results in maximum rent
The exposure we get for your property helps us achieve the maximum 
possible rental income for you. When demand for anything is high, prices 
can stay high. When it’s low, prices are forced down, but thankfully 
demand is never low with us!

Let within 4 days with Wales’ biggest agent
Housing more than 7,000 tenants every year, we’re Wales’ biggest 
agent. Such is the demand for our new listings, we’ve calculated that, 
on average, it takes us just 4 days to let a property.

Fully-vetted tenants
We don’t move just anyone into your property. We ensure it’s someone 
who’s able to afford the rent, is in stable employment/education and, 
where applicable, has a positive renting history (paying rent on time and 
looking after the property).

All-year-round occupancy
An empty property is no good to anyone, so it’s just as well we’re experts 
in keeping them filled. We average 362 days occupation each year, 
which is 99.2% all-year-round occupation. In comparison, the national 
average is a three-week void period every year.

Considered improvement advice
When we’re out inspecting your property, we don’t just check that 
the tenants are caring for it. We take the opportunity to consider any 
improvements – both minor and more extensive – that may add value 
and ensure its future ‘letability’ in what is a competitive market.

Investment purchase advice
A lot of our clients are seeking to expand their property portfolios, so 
we’ll happily offer advice on which purchases are best from a lettings 
perspective and what rental income can be expected. We even have a 
mailing list that gets exclusive, first-look access to new listings.

Water and Council Tax liability
There’s a little-known legal obligation on landlords in Wales to inform 
the Water Authorities of any changes in tenancy within 21 days. Failure 
to do so can mean landlords are held liable for water bills, so we ensure 
they’re told along with Cardiff Council.

Complying with the latest legislation
The lettings industry is fast-paced and ever-changing, so it’s a difficult 
task for landlords to ascertain what they need to do to ensure full 
compliance for their type of property. We’re up-to-speed on the very 
latest legislation, so let us take the strain.

HMO experts
In managing more HMOs than anyone else in Wales, it’s a property type 
we’ve grown to become specialists in. Whether you require a HMO 
licence or not, understanding the legal responsibilities on you as a 
landlord can be complex, so let us take care of it all for you.

Automatic rent reviews and renewals
We’ll automatically advertise your property before it becomes vacant 
and, whether the existing tenant is staying or going, we’ll conduct a 
thorough rent review to ensure your new tenancy is signed at a rent that 
represents the current market value.

Rent Smart Wales
The law requires every landlord to register with Rent Smart Wales, but 
by instructing us to be your managing agent, we’ll spare you the cost 
and effort of doing the training and obtaining the licence you’d legally 
need to self-manage.

Discounted safety certificate costs
You benefit from significantly reduced safety certificate prices due to 
the amount of work we give to local, tried and tested trades. Whether 
it’s gas, electrical, fire detection, energy performance; we’ve got them 
all covered and more.

A bulletproof inventory
A watertight inventory is vital in case of a dispute over damage at the 
end of a tenancy, so we produce a robust and thorough schedule of 
condition prior to each tenant moving in. It lists all fixtures, fittings & 
furnishings and we ensure the tenant signs it off so it’s all on record.

Regular inspections
We conduct regular inspections of your property to ensure it’s being 
well looked after. One of the most common things we hear from new 
landlord clients is that their previous agent didn’t provide feedback on 
the condition of the property, so we always report back to you.

Maintenance and upkeep
There may be times when something goes wrong, so we’re on hand 
with a dedicated Maintenance Team and a select-few experienced, 
trusted trades to respond quickly. You can instruct us to carry on up 
to an approved limit or we can always contact you first; it’s up to you.

Accompanied check-out inspections
Unlike most agents, we conduct our check-out inspections with the 
tenant because we find it minimises the potential for any dispute over 
the return of their deposit. It also makes for a speedy process, meaning 
tenant and landlord get their funds quicker than normal.




